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Vision

Our Funders

A healthy and safe community in Central Australia without the 
harmful effects of substance misuse. 

DASA is prepared and is responsive to the  
changing needs of the community.

Mission DASA walks beside people in our 
community to help free them from 
the effects of alcohol and other drug 
addictions by:

• Providing client 
driven care from 
crisis to independent 
living 

• Teaching clients skills 
for life and making 
positive life choices

• Advocating for and 
on behalf of clients

• Providing supported 
residential services 
for clients

• Delivering 
preventative and 
continuing education

• Delivering 
therapeutic 
interventions

• Supporting people 
through outreach 
services

DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt ooff HHeeaalltthh

DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt ooff tthhee AAttttoorrnneeyy
GGeenneerraall aanndd JJuussttiiccee
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DASA 2021 Board of Directors

DASA Senior Leadership Team

President - Kay Eade
Vice President - Jenny Hains

Secretary - Chris Weir
Ordinary Member & Media Officer - Eloise Page

Ordinary Member - Phil Walcott
Public Officer - Carole Taylor

Ordinary Member - Gavin Connaughton
Ordinary Member - Allan Milner

Executive Member Director - Shane Franey

Chief Executive Officer - Carole Taylor
Deputy CEO - Jocelyn Dhu

Chief Finance Officer - Russell Raggatt
Quality and Compliance Manager - Sarah Ford

Residential Manager - Yasitha Malalasekara
ATC Coordinator - Kristy Ryan
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President’s Report
On behalf of the Board of Drug and Alcohol Services Australia Ltd (DASA), I submit 
this report for our members and stakeholders.

In the past year, DASA has continued to provide services to our community including 
new programmes where gaps have appeared.  One such service is the Sobering 
Up Shelter bus service, which picks clients up from Alice Springs Hospital and 
transports them back to the Shelter, leaving our police force free to concentrate 
on policing matters in the community.  Another new service which is exceeding 
expectations is DASA’s Alternative to Custody programme. ATC has reached its 
potential in a very short time, showing that it is at capacity with women who are 
learning life skills to assist them to live their best lives.  Our data shows that none of 
the women who have participated in this programme have re-offended, and this is 
testimony to the dedicated staff who nurture these women.

The organisation continues to grow under the watch of our CEO, Carole Taylor and 
the Senior Leadership Team, who have provided great guidance to the staff who 
work tirelessly to ensure all our client’s needs are met.

In the latter part of last year, DASA went through an accreditation audit against 
the Quality Improvement Council Health and Community Services Standard (7th 
edition).  This standard requires that DASA demonstrates continuous quality 
improvement across the whole service:
• Looking for ways to improve as an essential activity of everyday practice.
• Consistently achieving and maintaining quality care that meets client’s needs.
• Monitoring outcomes in client care, and seeking opportunities to improve  
 both the care and its results.
• Constantly striving for best practice by learning from others to increase the  
 efficiently and effectiveness of processes.

DASA succeeded in achieving QIC accreditation with the auditors commenting on 
the high quality of our service standards, with a special mention of our Quality 
Manager, Sarah Ford. They also commended the staff in their summary stating  
“The basis for the success is the staff who are guided by a highly competent and 
collegiate Leadership Team.  Staff are passionate, client-centred and well trained 
for their roles.”  On behalf of the Board of Directors, I pass on their congratulations 
to all staff.

On a sad note, our CEO is planning on retiring in the New Year.  After all the hard 
work she has dedicated to this organisation a well-earned rest is warranted. We 
have been developing a succession plan in the past few months, which we believe 
will enable a successful transition.  Our organisation would not be the success story 
that it is without the leadership of Carole, who has been a great mentor to the 
Senior Leadership Team and skilled staff.
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“Staff are our biggest 
strength. 

Our staff are passionate 
and competent.

They know their job 
and feel well-supported 
professionally and in 
terms of social and 
emotional wellbeing.”

Feedback from DASA’s 
Quality Improvement 
Council auditors on 5 
November 2020.

I would like to thank all staff members for their commitment, and I would also like 
to thank my fellow Board members for the voluntary hours they dedicate to ensure 
the sustainability of this essential organisation.

The Board of Directors wishes Carole all the best for the future and thanks her for 
her guidance throughout the years.

With warm regards, Kay Eade

Above: DASA competing in the annual Imparja Cup
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CEO Report
I am very pleased to write what will be my final report as the CEO of DASA. For 
this reason, I have decided to be a little indulgent and reflect on my time with this 
wonderful organisation. 

In 2014, I was asked to come and work with DASA for a period of three months to 
assist them through a difficult time, and to help identify areas that could benefit 
from change or re-organisation. I completed that task and identified a number of 
areas that needed to change, and a number of policies that required introduction. I 
was then asked if I could stay for a further twelve months to help implement some 
of the changes. That was seven and a half years ago.

A number of the changes that were recommended were far reaching, and could 
have been quite difficult to implement. However, I was shown every confidence and 
support by the then Board and was able to commence the process. Luckily, through 
various iterations of the Board of Management that confidence has continued and 
grown, so a difficult role was made possible.

I thank the current Board of Management and those that have gone before them, 
because without an excellent Board and an excellent relationship between the CEO 
and the Board, a change of that magnitude is neither possible nor sustainable.

Change is also very hard to achieve without the majority of the staff showing a 
desire to move forward with you, and with Eloise Page as my Deputy at the time, 
we managed to create that desire. With the majority of the staff and the Board on 
side, DASA started to become the organisation we have today. 

We are now an organisation that works to meet the needs of the community and 
to fill the programme gaps that arise in changing times. DASA is now a highly 
accredited organisation and one that is capable of running multiple programmes, 
whilst meeting the expectations of Government and their reporting requirements. 
For this I give thanks for the work of our Quality Manager Sarah Ford, Deputy CEO 
Jocelyn Dhu, Residential Manager Yasi Malalasekara and ATC Coordinator Kristy 
Ryan. 

DASA quickly identified the need for an outstanding Finance team, and we have two 
people who have amazing skills and dedication. Finance is run by Russell Raggatt 
and assisted by Ra Schwalger, without whom the organisation would struggle 
to maintain its status and would find it difficult to manage such a diverse set of 
programs, set accurate budgets, and fulfill our financial auditing requirements.

Over the last seven years DASA has increased its programme base from four to 
eleven separate programs. That is impressive on its own, but more important than 
growth is that every one of the programmes is interlinked and mutually supportive.
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One example of the connectedness of our programmes is the Methamphetamine 
Throughcare Programme which was designed on the understanding that not 
everyone can or should choose a rehab as their sole source of recovery. Many 
people maintain a house and employment whilst addicted to Ice, and others need 
follow-up care after their time in the rehab. Our program is an outreach intensive 
case management model, run by staff with lived experience and a complete 
understanding of addiction especially to Ice. The programme fills a gap in this town 
and beyond and has been one of our greatest success stories ever.

DASA started its transition from a very solid and highly respected base, gained 
over a period of 34 years. All subsequent changes and moves forward were made 
possible, because of the dedication, skill and understanding of the staff. We have 
been very lucky over the years to have developed a very low turn over and high 
proportion of staff willing to undertake education and training and that has paid 
dividends.

The opening of the second residential facility with a focus on keeping Aboriginal 
women out of prison and reducing further interactions with the legal system, has 
also been a very successful one. After just twelve months we are proud to say, those 
who have gone through the programme have been able to break the connection to 
the legal system and thus far remain on track.

I am very proud of DASA as an organisation and their role as a major player in the 
community we serve.

I am extremely confident that the transition from myself to the new team will be 
seamless and painless. After all, the person we have chosen to follow myself is 
Eloise Page, the Deputy that played such a major role with me in moving DASA 
forward in the early years. She has been in WA working with various Aboriginal 
organisations and honing her CEO skills, for the past five years and we cannot wait 
to have her back.

We also have managed to attract Gavin Connaughton back from WA after two 
years away from DASA, where he too assisted in the development of staff and the 
HR process earlier on. With Jocelyn Dhu, and other managers, to round out that 
team, it will be a formidable group indeed.

So, in closing this report, I will say, I am sad to leave DASA but there is a time when 
retirement calls even if it is eight years later than it should have been. I will miss the 
role I have played and the staff that make DASA the organisation it has become. I 
thank everyone I have met during my time at DASA and thank the board for making 
my job easier than it could have been. I will leave knowing that DASA is about to 
get new energy and new drive. I know it will continue to meet the needs of the 
community and do so in a way that everyone remains a part of.

Thank you and stay safe.  Cheers Carole
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Chief Financial 
Officer Report

DASA is financially sound and continues to have sufficient cash reserves to cover 
all statutory and contingent employee liabilities. The last financial year has been 
a busy year  with the new programs increasing the finance workload. I would like 
to thank Ra Schwalger, our Senior Finance Officer, for her diligence and support 
throughout the year.

Russell Raggat t
Chief Financial Officer
Master of Commerce – Professional Accounting
Fellow of the Institute of Public Accountants
Fellow of the Institute of Financial Accountants

Above: Robert Naylon (Aranda Support Worker) and Aamir Tanweer (Aranda and 
Methampetamine Case Manager)
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Our Clients in
2020-21

• 913 individual clients accessed 
DASA’s programs and services in 

2020-21.

• 88.94% were Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people.

• 37.68% of our clients were 
women, and 62.32% were men.

Above: Susana Tupou (Aranda Case Manager) and Kyle Farrell (Shelter Support 
Worker) graduate from Certificate IV in Alcohol and other Drugs at RMIT
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Outreach Care
In  2020-21 our Aboriginal Outreach,  Aboriginal Youth Engagement,  
Methamphetamine Through Care and commit2change staff supported 289 
individual clients in the community.

Male clients Female clients Totals
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
0-18 years

28 3 31

Non-Indigenous 0-18 years 2 1 3
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
19-35 years

75 26 101

Non-Indigenous 19-35 years 21 10 31
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
36 years and over

60 24 84

Non-Indigenous 36 years and over 30 9 38
Totals 216 73 289

Table 1: Individual clients receiving non-residential care.

Three-quarters (216) of individuals receiving community-based care were Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people, and three-quarters were men (216).

Staff working in non-residential care made 2,857 contacts with people requiring 
assistance in their homes, in prison, and at other services in Alice Springs and in 
the community. 

Male clients Female clients Totals
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
0-18 years

196 31 227

Non-Indigenous 0-18 years 21 35 56
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
19-35 years

776 245 1,021

Non-Indigenous 19-35 years 280 179 459
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
36 years and over

460 197 657

Non-Indigenous 36 years and over 379 58 437
Totals 2,112 745 2,857

Table 2: Non-residential client contacts.
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Above: Methamphetamine Case Managers Dion Fuamatu, Danny Lloyd, Sailosi Tupou 
and Max Scheurer meet with Supreme Court Justice Southwood

Across our non-residential services, the largest source of referrals was self-referral 
(50.10% of all contacts) followed by referrals from community (14.71%), non-
residential drug and alcohol treatment agencies or outpatient clinic (11.22%), and 
Prison and Youth Juvenile Detention (9.53%).

Source of Referral Episodes
Self 1304
Community 383
Non-residential - D & A treatment agency or outpatient clinic 292
Prison, Youth Juvenile Detention 248
Community based corrections 120
Non-residential - Community and mental health care agency or 
outpatient clinic

77

Residential - D & A treatment/care unit 64

Non-residential - Medical and/or allied health care agency 49
Lawyer 37
Residential - Other community care unit 16
Police / court bail 8
Territory Families, YORETS, child protection 5
Total 2603

Table 3: Source of referral for non-residential contacts.

These teams also facilitated over 2,769 referrals to accommodation, health and 
social services for their clients.
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Above left and right: Aborginal Outreach 
Workers Brenton Forrester and Brian 

McDonald changing tyres on the way to 
deliver DDE to remote communities.

Below: Outreach Workers Craig 
Thorogood and Jordan Lockerbie 

delivering Drink Drug Driver Education 
to Mutitjulu Community
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Alcohol (30.37%), cannabis (27.33%) and methamphetamine (24.65%) were the 
most frequently identified drugs of choice across the 2,857 outreach contacts.

To our dismay our commit2change and Aboriginal Youth Engagement programs 
were not funded to continue in 2021-22. The impact of this will be a significant 
reduction in service availability for young people, and for people at risk of going 
back to jail for addiction-related crime. 
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Above: Aboriginal Outreach Workers Brian McDonald and Craig Thorogood
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Residential Care

Right: Celebrating graduation at Aranda House

In 2020-21, three quarters (75.00%) of the 136 people in residential care at DASA 
were Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

Most residential clients (67.65%) were men, and most were aged between 19 and 
35 (57.35%). We were very happy to see an increase in female clients from 22.92% 
to 32.35% with the introduction of Alternative to Custody. 

Male clients Female clients Totals
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
0-18 years

1 0 1

Non-Indigenous 0-18 years 1 0 1
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
19-35 years

45 17 62

Non-Indigenous 19-35 years 12 4 16
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
36 years and over

19 20 39

Non-Indigenous 36 years and over 14 3 17
Totals 92 44 136

Table 4 Distinct individual clients who received residential treatment at ATC, Aranda 
House, TACU and ILP.

In 2020-21 staff assessed 198 people for residential treatment. A total of 177 
occasions of residential care were initiated or active. This figure includes residents 
progressing through: 
• detoxification and early-stage rehabilitation at Aranda House (121 phases in  
 total) 
• Transitional After Care (23 episodes) 
• Independent Living Program (12 episodes). 
• residential treatment at Alternative to Custody (21 episodes).

In addition, 11 clients attended programs and received support and case management 
as outpatients at Aranda House.

The main sources of referral for residential treatment were Community based 
corrections (48.60%), followed by self-referral (15.08%), and referrals from non-
residential drug and alcohol treatment agency or outpatient clinics (11.17%, including 
internal referrals from DASA’s community-based programs).
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“The workers are very supportive, caring and genuine and 
give the best of their ability to be there for me and all my 

requirements” Resident satisfaction survey, 2021.
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Above left: DASA staff enjoy the 
NIDAC Conference in Adelaide - 
Jocelyn Dhu (Deputy CEO), Max 
Scheurer (Meth Case Manager), 
Narrelle Marchesi (ATC Support 

Worker), Kristy Ryan (ATC 
Coordinator), Kirsty McDonald 

(ATC SUpport Worker).

Above right: Residents participate 
in the highly successfully 

Alternatives to Violence Program

Left: Resident proudly graduates 
from the DASA ArtWise program
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Source of Referral Episodes
Community based corrections 87
Self 27
Non-residential - D & A treatment agency or outpatient clinic 20
Employer/Workplace/School/Lawyer 17
Other community service agency 8
Residential - D & A treatment/care unit 6
Other 4

Non-residential - Medical and/or allied health care agency 3
Court diversion - not BDR related 2
Non-residential - Other community health care agency or outpatient 
clinic

1

Other hospital 1
Non-residential - Community mental health care agency 
or outpatient clinic

1

Family member/friend 1
Medical/Other health specialist in private practice 1

Table 5: Source of Referral - Residential Clients (and Outpatients at Aranda).

Alcohol was the primary drug of concern identified by most clients (55.32% of ATC, 
Aranda, TACU   and ILP episodes). 

Continuing a long-standing trend, alcohol was followed by methamphetamine 
(35.11%) and then cannabis (6.91%). A small number of episodes identified 
cocaine (1.60%) and amphetamine (1.06%) as principal drug of concern.

“Hi everyone I just wanted to say thank you for 
everything....I think that the program really helped 

to say no more [to] grog and now I’m feeling strong 
and healthy and I’m still doing exercise trying to get 

fit... ” ATC Resident feedback by text, 24 January 
2021.
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Sobering Up Shelter
The Sobering Up Shelter continued to provide a comfortable bed, shower, washing 
of clothes and breakfast for people in need of a safe place to sleep off intoxication. 
A safe and supportive space for intoxicated clients was provided on 2,301 occasions 
for 562 distinct individuals in 2020-21. 

Male clients Female cli-
ents

Totals

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 19-35 
years

60 39 99

Non-Indigenous 19-35 years 3 1 4
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 36 years 
and over

240 199 439

Non-Indigenous 36 years and over 8 0 8
Indigenous status unknown 36 years and 
over

0 1 1

Age not recorded 7 4 11
Totals 318 244 562

Table 6: Distinct clients attending the Sobering Up Shelter.

There were 848 more admissions than 2019-20 (where the total was 1,453) – 
an increase of 58.36%. In October 2020 we secured funding for a bus driver to 
transport clients from the Emergency Department at Alice Springs Hospital. 

Male clients Female cli-
ents

Totals

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 19-35 
years

265 56 321

Non-Indigenous 19-35 years 19 1 20
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 36 years 
and over

1,466 466 1,932

Non-Indigenous 36 years and over 15 0 15
Indigenous status unknown 36 years and 
over

0 1 1

Age not recorded 8 4 12
Totals 1,773 528 2,301

Table 7: Sobering up episodes of care provided at the Shelter.

Right: Kaye O’Rourke and Colleen Humm from the Shelter
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“The transport service between DASA and the ED of a night-time has 
been a good success with referrals occurring and transport available 
which has been nothing short of great. We have regulars that utilise 
this service and we have had a good response in general from this 

service, it has definitely filled a hole and has improved patient 
satisfaction of a night-time.  The program is easy to use and have not 

had any negative feedback regarding this at all.”

Meggan Kenna Acting Clinical Nurse Manager of the Emergency 
Department 22 March 2021
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The average number of admissions per night in 2020-21 was 7.33, an increase of 
2.72 on the 2019-20 average of 4.53.

Most of the individual Shelter clients had more than one visit:
• 49 clients stayed 10 or more times and accounted for 1300 visits (56.50%)
• 192 persons stayed between 2- and 9-times accounting for 680 visits (29.55%).
• 321 clients made single visits, accounting for 321 (13.95%) admissions.
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Above: Jeremy McKellar (Aboriginal Outreach) and Colleen Humm (Shelter) get serious about 
golf at the DASA Team Building Day.    Right: Sailosi Tupou (Methamphetamine Case Manager) 

and Richard Tilmouth (Shelter Team Leader).
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Left and above: Getting clucky with baby kangaroos at Alternative to 
Custody.
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Everyone is welcome at 
DASA

 
DASA is for anyone aged 17 and over - working, unemployed, 

Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal regardless of (dis)ability, culture, sexual 
orientation or ability to afford services. 

Straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, inter-sex, or not just 
sure, you are ALL very welcome here

Contact Us dasa.org.au
Head Office
4 Schwarz Crescent
Alice Springs
P. (08) 8950 5000
P. (08) 8950 5011 
(Shelter)
F. (08) 8953 4686
E. admin@dasa.org.au

Postal Address
(all branches)
PO Box 3009
Alice Springs NT 0871

Aranda House
Therapeutic
Community (including 
Transitional After 
Care)
9 Kempe Street
(Corner South Terrace)
Alice Springs
P. (08) 8950 3700

Alternative to Custody
Lot 9191 Heath Road
Alice Springs
P. (08) 8950 5000

For all Outreach, 
Drink/Drug Driver 
Education, Sobering 
Up Shelter and 
Methamphetamine 
Outreach enquiries 
contact our Head 
Office.

Follow us on Facebook 
and Twitter!

Art work by Amunda Gorey, (C) Amunda Gorey Artwork


